
Complete Systems from AFS 

MasterMill is…
MasterMill is a powerful software program capable of automating mills of 
almost any size. It controls equipment and reads scales to mix feed recipes, 
sends the mixed feed to the desired location, and provides customized reports 
of costs, inventory, customer information, and dispensed weights for each 
destination.

AFS designs, installs, and supports complete grain handling and feed 
batching systems.  We offer professional services from the start of a 
project throughout its entire lifecycle.

MasterMill Can…
• Make feed when and how you need it

• Schedule feed mixing to start automatically at any scheduled time

• Track inventory at true cost

• Print fully customized reports including inventory, feed costing, resale pricing, 
load tickets, customer usage, and more from the extensive database

• Make feed remotely from any web connected computer or smart phone

• Receive status and alarm text messages on your cell phone

• Batch to multiple scales simultaneously

• Integrate with any open-database accounting software

Master Mill Batch Control Software

MILLMASTER
Batch Management Software

Phone: 717-274-5333                 Fax: 717-274-53348



Complete Systems from AFS 

CAD System Layout Available

AST-2128 AST-1216 AST-0380
2,128lbs. 1,216lbs. 380lbs.

A = 60in. A = 48in. A = 30in.

B = 60in. B = 48in. B = 30in.

C = 10in. C = 10in. C = 6in.

D = 32in. D = 26in. D = 18in.

E = 12in. E = 12in. E = 12in.

F = 54in. F = 48in. F = 36in.

56 cu.ft. 32 cu.ft. 10 cu.ft.

45° Hopper 45° Hopper 45° Hopper

$1,397.00 $1,224.00 $1,092.00 

Capacity based on high moisture corn at 45 
lbs. per cu.ft.

Standard: 14 ga. Painted Steel        
Optional:  Stainless Steel Available. Call for Quote

Surge Tanks

Superstructures

Superstructures support overhead 
bins, making truck load out easy 
and fast.

Digital weighing systems offer 
precise measurement of any 
vessel and integrate seamlessly 
with electrical controls.

Weighing 
Systems

Mixers

Rissler Mixers 

Farm Master Mixers
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